The Chicago Manual of Style

The essential guide for writers, editors, and publishers

18th Edition

“For those looking to learn or reference the Chicago formatting and citation styles, The Chicago Manual of Style will always be the go-to resource. Despite each new edition’s growth in length and changes in content, the volume remains the same: the definitive—and only—guide to Chicago style. Given the print volume’s size and weight, the online version, with its additional features—many of which are freely available—is a good alternative for both brief and dedicated users who want portable access to the manual or who want to move beyond the content to engage with The Chicago Manual of Style community.”
Journal of Electronic Publishing

“The Chicago Manual of Style is the essential tool—significantly larger and much more broadly based compared to particular discipline-centric styles—that has (since 1906) guided editors, publishers, copy editors, and proofreaders, and continues to support the scholarship and writing of serious researchers in all fields of study.”
Choice | Essential Rating
Completely searchable and easy to use, *The Chicago Manual of Style Online* is available to academic, private, and public libraries through annual, IP-based subscriptions. Subscribers will have full access to the 18th and 17th editions of the *Manual*. Library administrators will have online access to usage statics. Companion websites including our *Shop Talk* Blog, a Citation Quick Guide, and a regularly updated Q&A offer extended guidance and special help.

### 2024 Annual Rates

**Higher Ed**
- Very Large: $1,796
- Large: $1,351
- Medium: $781
- Small: $393
- Very Small: $281
- Community College: $281

**Government/Nonprofit**
- Very Large: Custom
- Large: $1,172
- Medium: $781
- Small: $393

**Grade Schools**
- K–12: $159

**Cultural Institutions**
- Museums: $281

**Public Libraries**
- Main branch: $199
- Additional branches: $139

Chicago’s tiered pricing structure takes research output as the key criterion and is based on the Carnegie Classification system. Email cmos@uchicago.edu or call the CMOS Help Desk at 877.705.1878 (United States & Canada) or 773.753.3347 (International) for more information on classification or to determine your tier.

Rates effective January 1, 2024.